Visiting Schools Program Coordinator and Outdoor Activity Facilitator  
(2 year appointment)

The Visiting Schools Program is based in Chiang Mai, Thailand. We organise and facilitate experiential education programs for students of all ages from around the world. See [http://vsp.threegeneration.org/](http://vsp.threegeneration.org/)

The **Outdoor Activity Facilitator** will have several years of industry experience and the relevant qualifications to lead climbing wall activities, low ropes, group cycling and kayaking.  
The successful applicant will also lead groups on community service trips, hikes to hill-villages, leadership and team-building activities and in the facilitation of reflection after adventurous activities.  
The Outdoor Activity Facilitator will be familiar with risk assessments, safeguarding and of current thinking in the outdoor education industry and will be able to advise the program on document revisions. Experience in Leading International Award and an up to date first aid or life saving qualification is an advantage.

The successful applicant will meet this profile:

- Graduate in outdoor education, education for sustainability, environmental education or similar; or from another discipline but with relevant qualifications in leading climbing wall, cycling etc.
- Previous experience working in an outdoor education center or similar
- Good communication skills, including the ability to communicate clearly by email
- Experience leading teenage groups in outdoor adventurous activities
- Dynamic facilitator who enjoys working with teenagers, aware of keeping students safe
- Fit, healthy and willing to relocate to Chiang Mai
- Organized, able to pay attention to details and to multi task
- A good team player
- Willing to immerse in all aspects of the VSP program including community service and cultural activities
- Willing to work long, irregular hours which may include weekends
- Able to live away from a big city
- Able to commit for two years.

You will expect to grow your skills as a coordinator, creating outdoor education programs and in managing diverse groups of students and teachers. You will develop an increased awareness of global issues and experience working in an international context. You will have the opportunity to contribute to the development of the VSP Program.

Visiting Schools Program provides: work permit and visa once in Thailand, simple room in a shared apartment, BUPA medical insurance and approx. THB25,000 per month, depending on qualifications and experience.
Please contact the Head of Community at bargework@threegeneration.org by 30 April, 2017, attaching your current CV and a letter of introduction stating why you are ideally suited and keen to join this exciting program. Please include the contacts for 2 referees and quote reference STAFFVSP

The position start date is negotiable but could start from early August 2017.